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Welcome to Russia! Arrival to St. Petersburg. Transfer to
hotel. “Check in” at hotel. Spend the rest of the day
preparing for an exciting full day of touring tomorrow!

In the morning explore the famous imperial estate Peterhof
known as “Versailles by the Sea”.
In the afternoon enjoy a guided tour to Konstantin palace.

Enjoy sightseeing tour around St. Petersburg “Back to
Peter the Great times” including visits to the Peter and Paul
fortress, the Cabin of Peter the Great and the Summer
Garden

In the afternoon we offer you will visit the largest cathedral
of St. Petersburg, St. Isaac’s Cathedral.
In the afternoon discover the State Hermitage museum -
Russia's best gallery of art and one of the most prominent
art museums in the world.

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS:

In the morning take a chance to explore a new unusual
perspective of the city from the water, we offer you an exciting
boat trip along rivers and canals of the Northern Venice.
Enjoy the second half of the day exploring St. Petersburg
independently. Alternatively, you can choose one of our exciting
optional excursions

DAY 6: ST. PETERSBURG
“Check out” from hotel. Transfer to airport/railway station

Peterhof is comprised of the 300 year-old Grand
palace, Upper and Lower Park, and a number of
delightful little palaces built as private residences
of the tsars. The Lower Park with its 150
fountains and the largest fountain ensemble
in the world is a real masterpiece of garden art.

The garden with a collection of sculptures and
the Summer Palace, which was the first
Emperor`s residence. It is one of the places
where you can feel the atmosphere of Peter's
time.

It is a unique monument of St Petersburg's
architecture. The cabin, which is the only
wooden structure of the city foundation period
that survived until nowadays.

Originally built to protect the city, the fortress
soon became Russia's 'Tower of London', a
place for imprisoning political prisoners that
included Peter's own son.

PETERHOF

SUMMER GARDEN

CABIN OF PETER THE GREAT

PETER AND PAUL FORTRESS

St. PetersburgSt. Petersburg::

““From PETER  the Great to VLADIMIR  the GreatFrom PETER  the Great to VLADIMIR  the Great““
DAY 1:  ST. PETERSBURG

DAY 2: ST. PETERSBURG

DAY 3: ST. PETERSBURG

DAY 4: ST. PETERSBURG

DAY 5: ST. PETERSBURG
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